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 When I was in my early twenties I lived with a roommate in my first apartment in York, PA.  

Residents of the 2nd floor, we needed to climb two sets of external stairs to get to the front door.  

Outside our doorway lived a beautiful black and blue spider.  Sometimes the sun would shine just 

right and yellow speckles would glow along his body as he worked, spinning and repairing his web. 

I would sit outside our door and talk with this spider.  Which was odd, because I am not one to 

adopt any creature that creeps and crawls.  But there I would sit, telling “Alfred” about my day.  I 

truly believe that he told me tales as he danced about his web.   

 

 Our relationship continued for several weeks.  My roommate thought I was crazy, but during 

that time of my life I had more stimulating conversations with a spider that couldn’t speak than I did 

with the people around me.  My friendship with Alfred came to a sudden and tragic stop one day 

when my roommate’s parents came for a visit.  As she entered our apartment, her mother 

announced, “Boy, I just killed a big ugly spider just outside your door!”  My roommate gasped, 

“Fred is going to be so upset; he has been talking to that thing for weeks!”   

 

 As I sit writing this message, looking out the dining room windows, the sunlight perfectly 

revealing the many mysterious webs spun around the outside of our home.  The webs remind me 

of Alfred, a friend I had long forgotten.  More poignant, their sophisticated design reminds me of 

our connectedness.  Me to them, to the tucked away creatures that design them, and to the whole 

of creation.   

 
Malidoma Some’ in his book, The Healing Wisdom of Africa, writes:  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More things exist in nature than that which 

our own sight is able to grasp, and these 

things can shape very strongly the way we 

see reality around us.  We should enter 

nature with a little more curiosity, a little 

more openness, and even with a sense of a 

quest, a quest to commune with and to be 

with a realm that is far more sophisticated 

than its physical ruggedness reveals.  

Perhaps, then we could become more 

aware of the existence of something behind 

the veil of nature that very likely keeps an 

eye on every human being.   
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My spider friend, Alfred, helped me to enter nature in this way.  Alfred revealed an intriguing 
existence of silent beauty, sustenance and death.  A circle of life.  I am reminded of a favorite 
hymn of many, “His Eye is On the Sparrow”.   
 

Why should I feel discouraged.  Why should the shadows come 
Why should my heart feel lonely and long for heaven and home 

When Jesus is my portion.  A constant friend is He. 
His eye is on the sparrow and I know He watches me. 
His eye is on the sparrow and I know He watches me. 

 
I sing because I'm happy.  I sing because I'm free. 

His eye is on the sparrow and I know He watches me. 
His eye is on the sparrow and I know He watches 

I know He watches 
I know He watches me 

 
Genesis 1: Selected Text  

20And God said, “Let the waters bring forth swarms of living creatures, and let birds fly above the 
earth across the dome of the sky.”  24And God said, “Let the earth bring forth living creatures of 
every kind: cattle and creeping things and wild animals of the earth of every kind.” And it was 
so. 25God made the wild animals of the earth of every kind, and the cattle of every kind, and 

everything that creeps upon the ground of every kind. And God saw that it was good. 
 

It’s a good thing for us to be reminded that God is watching, even a better thing for us to know that 
God is also waiting for us to live into the promises God made to all of creation.  Will that ever 
happen?  We have be given a great gift and an awesome responsibility to care for that which we 
have been given.  What role will you play?   

 

 

For Consideration 

1. How does Creation speak to you?  How do you respond?   

2. Have you ever become attached to a piece of nature or special creature?   

3. What are some of the things that you do to preserve, protect and care for God’s 

creation? 

 

Prayer:  Most gracious God of Creation, thank you for your continual presence in this world 

and keep an eye on us, we need every bit of help and encouragement you provide.  Amen.   

 

____________________ 
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